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In setting forth Resolution 45 at the Second National Conference on Forensics (1984), participants argued that the proposed standards for evaluating public address events would permit a more coherent evaluation of the contestants and provide a frame of reference for criticism. The crucial concern addressed by this researcher is whether the Conference's standards of evaluation are applicable to the event of after-dinner speaking. This theoretical article will briefly review those standards and the rationale for those standards; it will assess the applicability of those standards to the contest category of after-dinner speaking; and finally, this article will offer some suggestions on how the critic-judge might improve ballot commentary by expanding upon the scope of the current set of evaluation standards.

The standards of evaluation for public address which are included in Resolution 45 are:

1. the speaker's presentation should identify a thesis or claim from which the speech is developed;
2. the speaker's presentation should provide a motivational link (relevance factor) between the topic and the audience;
3. the speaker's presentation should develop a substantive analysis of the thesis using appropriate supporting materials;
4. the speaker's presentation should be organized in a coherent manner;
5. the speaker's presentation should use language which is appropriate for the topic and the audience;
6. the speaker's presentation should be delivered using appropriate vocal and physical presentation skills (1984, p. 90).

The rationale for those standards of evaluation was characterized by Hanson (1985). The rationale for the first standard suggested that students need feedback on whether they are effective in focusing the listeners' attention on one major issue. The rationale accompanying the second standard stressed the importance of affording the contestants feedback on whether they were capable of capturing and sustaining the attention of the listeners. The ra-
tionele supporting the third standard of evaluation underscored the importance of affording feedback on the issue of subject-matter development. The rationale for standard number four called attention to the need for feedback on the organization of the materials in the message. The rationale related to the fifth standard argued that it is important for the contestants to receive feedback on how they used language to facilitate the acceptability of their messages; and finally, the rationale supporting the sixth standard suggested that it is important for speakers to receive an assessment of whether the delivery of their speech was acceptable for the contest situation (Hanson, 1985, pp. 37-39).

The Conference's standards of evaluation, and the subsequent rationale explaining those standards, provide the judge with a frame of reference. Consequently, the judge should be able to function in a more pedagogical manner because there is a set of criteria to apply. Although the professional training of the critics may vary, criticism of the contestants need not be inconsistent. Andrews (1983) stressed the importance of systematic evaluation:

A critic is a specialist and must be able to communicate to others the results of his or her critical observation and inquiry. A critic combines knowledge with a systematic way of using that knowledge and constantly seeks his or her practice of criticism. In the most fundamental sense, the critic is an educator. He or she confronts a message; his or her reaction to that message is not the same as the reaction of the casual or even the critical listener. The critic seeks to understand what is going on in order to interpret more fully the rhetorical dynamics involved in the production and reception of the message and to make certain judgments about the quality of the message (pp. 5-6).

Armed with an acceptable set of criteria, the critic-judge ought to be in a position to function as an educator. With the set of evaluation criteria afforded by Resolution 45, the critic ought to be able to provide feedback on the dynamics involved in the production of the message, the quality of the message, as well as report on the observed impact of the speech materials on the audience.

The more pervasive question, however, remains: Are the criteria stated in Resolution 45 applicable to the contest category of after-dinner speaking? Perhaps one way of responding to that question is to examine what forensic theorists offer as judging criteria for after-dinner speaking, and also examine what judges are saying about the evaluation of after-dinner speaking in the actual contest setting.
While one could hardly claim that there is a plethora of theoretical constructs available to the judge of after-dinner speaking, there are some thoughts afforded by theorists. According to Swanson and Zeuschner, items to be included in the evaluative assessment of an after-dinner speech are:

1. Was the subject suitable?
2. Did the speech reveal originality and creativity in the development of the subject?
3. Was the speaker's use of language appropriate to the audience and the occasion, and did it enhance the ability to compel attention and secure interest?

Swanson and Zeuschner's thoughts seem to complement those standards espoused by the participants at the Second National Conference on Forensics [2NCF].

Using a slightly different focus, Miller (1974) wrote that attention by the speaker [and one might add by the critic-evaluator] should be given to one's ability to share humor. Miller stated:

Some speakers use various forms of humor better than others. How effective are you, for example, in using exaggeration? understatement? puns? irony? Can you talk entertainingly about the peculiar traits of people? Are you effective in treating serious ideas lightly or light subjects seriously? (p. 157).

Miller went on to note that some attention should also be given to one's abilities to tell stories, the "sense of the fitness of things," and one's ability to use effectively both an introduction and a conclusion as well as attend to other concerns related to an appropriate thematic development of the topic (pp. 157-158). While Miller's theoretical construct does not differ significantly from those constructs developed by the participants at the 2NCF, he does imply that the speaker should exhibit a talent for sharing humor and demonstrate an ability to tell stories. Miller does not, however, provide the critic with any particular set of behavioral acts which the critic might use as criteria for evaluating either the talent for sharing humor or the ability to tell stories.

Klopf (1982) noted that there is one special feature of after-dinner speaking which is different from other principles of composition and delivery in public address, and that feature is the entertainment factor of the speech. Klopf wrote:

An after-dinner speech does not have to convert an audience into a howling mob convulsed with laughter; a speech that is brightened with humor and that offers a good natured ap-
A speaker achieves his or her purpose through the use of anecdotes, illustrations, and humorous stories, if these are appropriate to the audience and the occasion and are related to the subject. Many beginning speakers fail because their material is not in harmony with the mood of the listeners and the occasion (1982, p. 234).

As Klopf suggested, a special consideration in evaluating the effectiveness of the after-dinner speaker is that of assessing the person’s ability to manage the entertainment dimension of the speech situation.

Another set of forensic theorists expressed some frustration over the lack of precise standards used in describing the contest category of after-dinner speaking:

... there is considerable confusion about just what the speaker should do. Although most coaches would probably agree that he should entertain in some manner, they might well disagree on how the entertaining should be accomplished.

... The coach and student are left without a clear mandate in preparing an after-dinner speech other than to be humorous. Unfortunately, however, original humor does not come readily to most people... In selecting a subject for a contest in after-dinner speaking, moreover, the student faces a particularly artificial situation... There will be no meal served before the speech and no occasion which can be simulated (Faules, Rieke, and Rhodes, 1976, pp. 221-222).

A literal interpretation of the name of the contest event of after-dinner speaking, like the one identified above, does pose problems for both the contestant and the critic-evaluator. If the event of after-dinner speaking is regarded as an example of a type of rhetoric, however, less confusion may exist. In subsequent remarks, Faules, Rieke, and Rhodes suggest that the student be evaluated on the basis of being able to find a subject which is humorous, and that one appropriate topic area other than forensic experiences might be foibles of human beings (1976, p. 222). Additionally, they suggest that the means of eliciting humor through the use of comic techniques and timing might be another area for potential evaluation of the after-dinner speaker (1976, p. 222). The general impression one receives from the treatment of the after-dinner speech by Faules, Rieke, and Rhodes, however, is that they perceive a lot of uncertainty surrounding both the nature of the event and the actual judging of the event. Even though their assessment of the situation may have changed because of greater exposure to
after-dinner speakers, their overall claim that the standards of evaluation lack unity seems to have a measure of ongoing validity.

While the number of theorists writing about after-dinner speaking is rather limited, one other source of insight into the criteria being suggested for the evaluation of the after-dinner speaker may be the handbooks or rules books of the various state speech organizations. In the *North Dakota High School Activities Association’s Handbook* (1986), for instance, the judge is asked to rank and rate contestants using the following criteria: "the originality of ideas, clarity and effectiveness of organization, use of language, communication of purpose, delivery and general effectiveness" (p. 47). Exploring such high school handbooks can be useful as a means of helping to complete the picture of the variety of standards being employed by critics in evaluating after-dinner speaking.

Most of the forensic theorists suggest criteria for the evaluation of after-dinner speaking which are rather similar in nature to those expressed by the participants at the 2NCF. While the public address standards of the 2NCF appear applicable to the judging of after-dinner speaking, the literature review does reveal that there are additional items which might be added to the set of standards generated by the 2NCF. The standards discussed by Miller, Klopf, Faules, Rieke, and Rhodes seem reasonable and also seem to add more focus to the evaluation process. Specifically, there is an added perception that the critic-evaluator ought to assess the originality and creativity exhibited by the speaker; assess the ability to share humor, and tell stories (perhaps by using the narrative); assess the ability to manage the entertainment aspect of the speech; and assess the means by which the humor is elicited, including a consideration of the suitability of the humor.

Another avenue of assessing the applicability of the standards of evaluation suggested by the 2NCF is to note how those criteria interface with the opinions of judges currently involved in criticizing contest speakers. The data base for input of that nature is extremely limited. One study, however, does shed some light upon what standards judges are using as criteria of evaluation as they assess contest speakers in after-dinner speaking (Anderson and Martin, 1983).

According to the findings of Anderson and Martin (1983), judges saw after-dinner speaking as a legitimate contest event and indicated that they enjoyed judging the event. Judges also claimed that they felt the overall amount of humor in a speech did not necessarily make the speech a better speech, and some felt that the after-dinner speech had some ties to persuasion. Further, re-
respondents also indicated that the humor should not offend and should be in good taste. Judges indicated that a lively delivery was helpful and that they preferred that note cards not be used. With respect to the composition of the speech, judges perceived that the speech should contain a serious point; that the focus of the speech should be narrow and possess a relationship to the listeners; that the topic should have some social significance; that the topic be developed thematically; that the humor used as supporting material be dispersed throughout the speech; that alliteration and exaggeration were acceptable forms of humor; that the speech have some measure of originality; and that the speech should provide the humor—delivery should not be the source of humor but serve to complement the humor in the speech (1983, pp. 14-16). The standards suggested by Anderson and Martin exhibit a relative concurrence with those of the 2NCF.

One other source which may shed light on some of the operational criteria used to judge after-dinner speaking is the publication providing copies of the winning speeches and the critiques of those speeches. The initial publication of 1986 Championship Debates and Speeches (1986) carried only two critiques of the after-dinner speeches which were winners at the AFA and NFA tournaments. Both critiques, however, underscored the importance of the traditional criteria regarding principles of composition, as well as commenting on the respective speaker's ability to relate that humor (pp. 113-114, p. 138). If the critiques of the final round speeches become more numerous in the subsequent issues of that publication, conducting a content analysis of those critiques may help theorists discover additional standards of evaluation.

In response to the overall question of the appropriateness of the 2NCF's standards of evaluation for the category of after-dinner speaking, one can say that they appear to be appropriate. The appropriateness of the 2NCF's criteria for evaluating after-dinner speaking seems to have gained some legitimacy through the process of endorsement. Pi Kappa Delta elected to field test the ballot criteria developed by the 2NCF by using those criteria in their 1985 national tournament. Following a review of the feedback on the use of those ballot criteria in the 1985 tournament, the National Council of Pi Kappa Delta reaffirmed the acceptability of those criteria by choosing to use those same criteria on the ballot for the 1987 tournament (Littlefield, 1988). The adoption of the 2NCF's set of criteria on the Pi Kappa Delta ballot should not be interpreted as meaning that those criteria are the only acceptable set of standards of evaluation. More accurately, the adoption of those standards by Pi Kappa Delta is probably more precisely a reflection...
of that organization's commitment to be responsive to the recommendations contained in the report of the 2NCF.

One final issue to be addressed in this article is what, if anything, can or should the critic-evaluator add to the standards already available from the 2NCF's theorists? In addition to the standards of the 2NCF, critics might incorporate the suggestions provided by theorists and active judges. Principally, critic-evaluators should probably consider adding comments on the originality exhibited in the speech; the ability of the contestant to relate humor; the ability to use humor in an appropriate and tasteful manner; and, the ability of the speaker to manage the entertainment component of the speech.

Each of the additional standards of evaluation for after-dinner speaking has its own rationale. The standard of evaluation asking for the critic's response to the originality of the contestant's material may be one of the most timely. The ethical and pragmatic consequences of using non-original material without properly acknowledging the source of the material is just beginning to be realized by some current congressional and governmental leaders. Obviously, it is crucial for the communication profession to do what it can to underscore the importance of the ethical element of originality in speech materials. Additionally, feedback on the originality of the contestant's materials may also serve as a vehicle for encouraging the creative component in public communication.

The ability of the contestant to relate humor is a standard which would add useful feedback to the evaluation. The ability to make skillful use of the narrative process can be an important artistic component of public speaking. Most of the truly gifted speakers this writer has observed have also exhibited a tremendous talent for telling stories in a dramatistic fashion. Having specific feedback on one's ability to relate stories effectively would seem beneficial and afford an opportunity for growth for most speakers.

The ability to discover and use effective devices for creating humor in the speech is another standard which might be included in the evaluation of after-dinner speakers. Feedback on the means that the speaker chooses to employ in the process of entertaining would afford a growth opportunity for the speaker. Additionally, specific feedback on the devices used by the speakers to entertain might help theorists and coaches better define what is regarded as appropriate and inappropriate vehicles of humor.

Finally, feedback on managing the entertainment component of the speech is another standard which could function as a source of growth for the contestant. While somewhat broader in scope, critical comments related to the strategies employed to maximize
the entertainment factor for the situational audience would help reinforce the need to think of the disposition of the immediate audience when creating a speech of enjoyment. Each of the standards for evaluation suggested here would contribute to a stronger degree of correspondence between the speech given by the student and the speech being critiqued by the judge.

There is some merit to the cliche’ that "if it isn't broken, don't fix it." In some ways, one might do more damage than good by encouraging judges to add extra items to the evaluation process. As Simon suggests in *Form and Genre: Shaping Rhetorical Action* (1976):

The distinguishing features of a genre must not only be namable but operationalizeable: i.e., there must be clear rules by which two or more independent observers can concur in identifying predesignated characteristics of rhetorical practice when confronted with samples of rhetorical practice. . . . Independent observers must not only have clear rules or criteria for distinguishing characteristics of a genre, but must also be able consistently to assign items of rhetorical practice (e.g., whole speeches) to generic categories according to those rules. . . . If items of rhetorical practice are to be consistently identified as fitting within one genre or another, it follows that these items should be internally homogenous across salient characteristics and clearly distinguishable from items comprising an alternative genre (pp. 36-37).

The implications of Simon’s remarks for the critic-evaluator of after-dinner speaking are that any items of evaluation added as standards should be clear and identifiable to all judges. Until particular attributes of the after-dinner speech recur on a regular basis, one should not use those attributes as a primary means of deciding a round. Rather, they ought to be, and certainly should be, considered acceptable areas of feedback for the contestant. For example, assessing the means used to interject humor into the speech is not an area where high agreement exists among critics. Some critics might enjoy and also encourage students to use puns, while other judges may dislike puns as a means of adding humor to a speech. Superimposing the acceptance or rejection of the use of the pun as a means of adding humor would seem inappropriate on the part of a judge, because there is not a conclusive response on the matter among theorists or practitioners.

The overall position offered in this article is that the standards generated by the 2NCF are applicable to the evaluation of after-dinner speeches. Additionally, this writer maintains that there are probably other items which are genre-specific to after-dinner
speaking which could be added to the standards already available from the 2NCF. New criteria for the evaluation of the after-dinner speech should not be added without some field testing and the concurrence of the critic-educators. To add a particular criteria to the evaluation process without testing presupposes its validity as an educational concern.

If one is to offer a direction for future research, this writer would recommend field testing some additional criteria for evaluating after-dinner speakers. As a means of field testing the standards suggested in this article, a criterion-referenced ballot should be created and employed in the process of evaluating after-dinner speeches in the contest setting. Obviously, any tournament director interested in using a ballot which asks for specific kinds of feedback could function as a case study for the instrument. Subsequent feedback could be elicited from contestants, coaches, and judges as to the adequacy of the feedback derived from the new ballot. If the feedback serves a positive end, those ballot standards could evolve as normative areas of feedback in subsequent contest speaking situations. The call for additional research is not meant to imply any deficiency in the standards set forth at the 2NCF. Rather, the call for added research is a call for exploring ways of channeling more constructive feedback to the student.
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